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Abstract maximum loop gain, and a poor dynamic behavior is obtained

Automatic gain control (AGC) techniques have been largely for low-gain operating points. The effect of the gain control
used s nee the beginning of electronics, but in most of the law on the loop gain variation range is analyzed in the next

applications the dynamic response is slow compared with the section.
carrier frequency. The problem of developing an automatic gain

control with high dynamic response and wide control range II. GAIN CONTROL LAW
simultaneously is analyzed in this work. An ideal gain control
law, with the property that the total loop gain remains The output of the variable gain amplifier is given by:

constant independent of the carrier amplitude, is obtained. The V 1 = Vin • P(x). (1)
resulting AGC behavior is compared by computer simulations
with a linear multiplier AGC. The ideal gain control law can Thus, its equivalent gain depends on the operating point
be approximated using a transconductance amplifier. A and is given by:

practical circuit that has been used at CERN in the radio dV 1 = Vin dP(x) (2)
frequency loops of the Booster Synchrotron is presented. The P = "_ "--_
circuit has high speed and 80-dB gain control range.

From Figure 1, the loop gain LG can be expressed by:

I. INTRODUCTION LG = C. p. A. F. D. (3)

In standard automatic gain controls the dynamic response is Expressions (2) and (3) show that the loop gain is usually
slow compared with the career frequency. When it is necessary dependent on the carrier amplitude (Vin). This is apparent when
to develop an AGC presenting simultaneously high dynamic
response and wide control range, some stability problems arise a linear multiplier type of control amplifier is used.
due to the inherent non-linear behavior of the control loop.

A simplified schematic diagram ct" an AGC is shown in A. Linear Multiplier
Figure 1, where P represents the controlled amplifier, A the

In this case, the gain control law is:
power amplifier, D the amplitude detector, F a low pass filter,
and C a cascade compensator. The AGC has to regulate the P(x) = Vin •k" x, (4)

amplitude of the output voltage, Vo following the reference where k is a constant. Equation (3) becomes
voltage, VrC The amplitude of the carder voltage, Vin, is the
main perturbation to be rejected. LG = C. k . Vin .A . F. D. (5)

Vin Thus, the loop gain is directly proportional to the carrier

amplitude. To obtain adequate stability over the wholex(t) Vo amplitude range, a low-frequency dominant pole compensationis generally used. Then, when the carrier amplitude is reduced,

- the AGC constant time is proportionally increased.

The time domain system behavior is shown in Figures 2
and 3, where the input carrier signal mad the regulated output

- [ F _x _ D _x for two differentoper,_i,_,voints are represented. Figure2
shows a good dynamic response, obtained when the carrier

Figure 1. AGC block diagram, signal has maximum amplitude. Never'.!,_eless, if the carrier
The gain of the controlled amplifier is a function of the control signal amplitude is reduced (Figure 3), the AGC constant time
voltage, x(t). Thus, the control system is non-linear, and gain is increased, resulting in a slow time-dora:tin response.
loop and stability are usually dependent on the operating point. The system behavior is highly dependent on the gain
The system has to be designed in order to be stable for the control law of the controlled amplifier. Different controlled

amplifiers have been proposed in the literature [1], [2].

•Operated by Universities Research Association, Inc., for the U.S.
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Carrier Signal v° = vi,̀ •P(x). A vo = A. V{'

o.2°'3 =v_ ' (6)

o.1 For a constant p, a constant loop gain is obtained:

o dVtl = V{' dP(x)_K],
-0.1 P=-Ely,=vr P(x--5 ctx-0.2 (7)

-0.3 , : : : : ................ where K 1 is an arbitrary constant. From Eqs. (6) and (7), it is

3 I[v°lt] ' ((KI'A)
Z P(x) = K2 •exp/-'-_g--" x ,

V° (8)
1

where K 1 and K2 are arbitrary constants.
o Thus, by imposing a loop constant gain, independent of the

carrier amplitude, the control law of an ideal controlled gain
-1 amplifier has been deduced (expression (8)).

-z LG = C. K1 . A. F. D. (9)

-3 '"_ time [l.tsec] An AGC using this control law will present a dynamic
0 1 z 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 behavior that changes with the amplitude value of the output

Figure 2. Transient behavior of a linear multiplier ACC voltage but is independent of the carrier amplitude. The input
Carrier amplitude, 0.1V-0.3V carrier presents a wide amplitude range, while the regulated

outptzz amplitude is usually constant.
The computer simulation results of an ACC with an

.... Carrier Signal exponential control law are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In order
o.o3_1,, "J/lll//illLVOIIJ to compare the behavior of both AGCs, the cascade
°'°z 1' R|_R _[[ll_]_ compensator has been designed for having relative stability

o.Olo_lllll_!ll]llllll I similar to the case of Figure 2.
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Figure 3. Transient behavior of a linear multiplier ACC.
Carrier amplitude, 0.01V-0.03V

time _ see],
B. Ideal ControlLaw -3 ; , ; , ; ; ; , : ; • • • ; ; . . • • .

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Our aim is to derive a gain control law which gives, for a Figure 4. Transient behavior of an exponential law ACC.
constant output amplitude, a constant loop gain independent of Carrier amplitude, 0.1V--0.3V
the carrier amplitude.

The purpose of an ACC is to obtain an output signal with
a given constant amplitude. Let us call this output amplitude

Vo°:



Carrier Signal An AGC having these characteristics has been designed and
0.o_ iJhl implemented at CERN for the radio frequency loops of the

0.02 _ Booster Synchrotron. For this application, it was necessary to

0.01

o regulate a radio frequency signal with an amplitude range of
-O.Ol 80 dB and frequencies of 3-9 MHz. The AGC requirements
-o.oz . included minimum phase rotation and fast AGC time
-0.03 ........ response. The problem was solved by using two AGCs in

3 [volt] cascade connection. Each AGC presents a control range of40 dB and a constant time of less than 1 s [4]. The circuit was

z implemented with a commercial transconductance amplifier
AGC Output gain controller (MC1590) having a 60-dB AGC range. The

1 lJ[I 11 amplitude detector is a full-wave mean value rectifier, the
passive filter F presents a corner frequency at 8 kHz, and the

0 cascade compensator C is a dc amplifier with a single-pole at

-1 1 MHz. The total open loop transfer function has a dc gain of
50, and the closed loop bandwidth is 0.4 MHz.

-Z

time _.sec]-s : : : • : : • : : : : : , . • • .... IV. CONCLUSIONS

0 1 z s 4 s 6 z 8 9 10 An automatic gain control having simultaneously a high
Figure 5. Transient behavior of an exponential law AGC.

Carrier amplitude, 0.01V--0.03V dynamic response and a wide control range has been analyzed in
this work. lt has been deduced that an exponential control law

The simulations have been carried out under the following AGC presents a constant loop gain, independent of the carrier
conditions: the power amplifier A and the feedback loop have amplitude. The computer simulation results show the
unitary gain, the amplitude detector is a quadratic detector, the advantages of the method. For practical applications, the
filter Fpresents a single pole at 0.5 MHz, and the compensator exponential gain control can be approximated with a
C has a dc gain of 104 having a single pole at 30 Hz. transconductance amplifier. For designing a high-speed AGC, a

Equation 9 shows that the loop gain is constant over the transconductance-controlled gain amplifier must be considered
whole AGC range. Thus, the AGC constant time is also over other commercial AGCs. The characteristics of an AGC

constant and independent of the carrier amplitude. This feature of this type, used in the radio frequency loops of the Booster
is shown in Figures 4 and 5, where the AGC dynamic response Synchrotron at CERN, are also presented.
continues been the same although the carrier amplitude has
been reduced 20 dB. The advantages of the method are clearly
seen by comparing Figures 3 and 5. V. REFERENCES
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